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Abstract: Today, there are many attempts to introduce the Internet of Things (IoT) in high-voltage
systems, where partial discharges are a focus of concern since they degrade the insulation. The
idea is to detect such discharges at a very early stage so that corrective actions can be taken before
major damage is produced. Electronic image sensors are traditionally based on charge-coupled
devices (CCDs) and, next, on complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) devices. This
paper performs a review and analysis of state-of-the-art image sensors for detecting, locating, and
quantifying partial discharges in insulation systems and, in particular, corona discharges since it is
an area with an important potential for expansion due to the important consequences of discharges
and the complexity of their detection. The paper also discusses the recent progress, as well as the
research needs and the challenges to be faced, in applying image sensors in this area. Although many
of the cited research works focused on high-voltage applications, partial discharges can also occur in
medium- and low-voltage applications. Thus, the potential applications that could potentially benefit
from the introduction of image sensors to detect electrical discharges include power substations,
buried power cables, overhead power lines, and automotive applications, among others.
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1. Introduction

Insulation systems withstanding high electric stress are more prone to the harmful
effects of electrical discharges. Although partial discharges are typical of high-voltage
applications, they also can appear in medium- and low-voltage systems [1]. The IEC 60270
international standard [2] defines partial discharges (PDs) as electrically localized dis-
charges that partially bridge the insulation existing between two conductors. PDs are
typical of high-voltage systems, which occur in inhomogeneous sites in insulation systems;
either in gases, liquids, or solids [3]; at interfaces and at surfaces; or between a conductor
and a metal element not connected to the ground or the high-voltage conductor [4]. PDs are
important aging factors in insulation systems [5–7] because PD long-term effects include
degradation of the electrical characteristics of organic insulation systems [3], thus caus-
ing mechanical, thermal, chemical, and structural [8] changes, as well as environmental
aging [9]. To ensure the health of insulation systems, PD sources must be identified so
that corrective actions can be applied before breakdown occurs [10]. PDs induce a current
pulse in the circuit, producing light, an acoustic signal, or a local temperature rise, among
others [6]. The measurement of partial discharges (PDs) is a well-established diagnostic
method for electrical insulation systems. PDs can be detected by electrical, optical, or acous-
tic methods, among others, although most of these methods do not allow a direct location
of the discharge site or require multiple sensors and complex processing of the information
provided by such sensors. PDs and corona discharges are usually detected utilizing specific
instruments, including PD detectors, radio interference voltage detectors [11], acoustic
sensors [12], optical spectrophotometers [13], spectrometers [14], or radio frequency, VHF,
and UHF sensors [15]. However, in general, these instruments do not allow a direct and
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accurate localization of the discharge site. The optical method is based on detecting the
light produced by the discharge [6] as a consequence of different excitation, ionization, and
recombination processes occurring during the discharge [16].

A corona is a type of PD occurring in a gas under a highly inhomogeneous electric
field [17], which appears at lower voltage than that required for complete breakdown [18].
A corona produces a luminous discharge that forms when the electric field strength around
an electrode exceeds a certain critical value [19–21]. However, in the presence of an uniform
electric field, when increasing the voltage, a complete breakdown of the gap is produced
without previous corona activity [22]. The light spectrum of a corona discharge depends
on the composition of the surrounding medium and the intensity of the discharge, which
depends on factors such as pressure, temperature or others [3]. PDs and corona discharges
are greatly affected by the ambient pressure, so low-pressure environments favor corona
appearances at lower levels of the applied voltage [23], and at higher pressures, corona
discharges weaken [24].

Although PD detection has been a field traditionally dominated by high-voltage
engineers, today the situation is changing. It is known that low-voltage applications in-
corporating inverter-fed loads are subjected to repetitive, high-frequency impulse voltage
with short rise times due to high dv/dt rates, thus promoting PD occurrence. Thus, PDs
also occur in low-voltage applications in motors [25], cables [1], or automotive applica-
tions [26,27], where DC link voltages are increasing, and fast-switching semiconductors
are widely applied. However, there are very few experiences for detecting PDs and corona
discharges using image sensors, and this is a field allowing for huge expansion in the
coming years.

Conventional PD detection systems are mainly based on partial discharge detectors
and radio interference voltage measurements. However, emerging methods include ultra-
high-frequency (UHF) and acoustic methods, although most recent developments have
focused on optical methods [28]. Consequently, new types of solid-state devices are found
on the market with improved photon detection efficiency (PDE), some of which are single-
photon-sensitive devices [29]. Research on solid-state, solar-blind UV sensors has rapidly
matured, offering solar-blind, small-sized, and low-cost sensors [30]. However, most of the
abovementioned methods make it difficult to locate the discharge sites, are too bulky and
expensive, or the power consumption is too high to be used in emerging needs that require
solutions compatible with the Internet of Things (IoT).

In order to detect and locate corona discharges in their early stages, optical methods
are advantageous over other technologies due to their relative immunity to electromagnetic
and acoustic noise, especially in noisy environments such as power substations or electric
aircrafts, among others. Optical sensors include a broad range of optoelectronic devices
that produce electrical outputs intended to detect the intensity of light, being sensitive
in different bands of the light spectrum, and with different levels of sensitivity, some of
which allow the detection of single-photon events [31]. Digital image sensors offer a simple
solution to locating discharge sites [32]. Computer vision methods based on machine-
learning algorithms have been developed to detect and classify surface discharges in
insulators [33–35]. Digital image sensors are widely found in digital cameras, smartphones,
and many other devices that capture images. When a photon of adequate energy hits a
pixel of the sensor, photoelectrons are generated in a number proportional to the intensity
of the incident light so that the image can be reconstructed [36]. Each pixel structure has a
photosensitive element, usually a photodiode that generates a charge in response to incident
light. Charge-coupled devices (CCDs) and complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) devices are the two main commercial technologies that have traditionally been
used as image sensors [37–40]. Currently available image sensors include a large number of
pixels arranged in a matrix of rows and columns, which largely determines the resolution
of the image sensor, along with other variables. They can also be used to generate three-
dimensional images by applying time of flight (TOF)-based approaches, stereo vision, or the
use of structured light [41]. In [42], different methods for changing the spectral responses
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of photodetectors for CMOS technology without the use of extra processing steps or masks
were reported. In [43], on-chip optical photodetectors fabricated using a standard CMOS
process and their light-to-frequency converters for readout were presented, while in [44], a
similar approach was applied for biological fluid analysis.

Nowadays, a great effort is being made to introduce the IoT in many sectors, which
is possible thanks to the incessant improvement in sensor technology and low-cost com-
munication systems, so the detection of electrical discharges should benefit from these
advances [45]. Due to the widespread adoption of the IoT, there are many applications
that are amenable to incorporating imaging sensors to detect electrical discharges in their
incipient stages before significant insulation degradation occurs, which can potentially
increase the system reliability and availability and facilitate the application of predictive
maintenance tasks. Such applications include overhead power lines, buried power cables,
electrical substations, and electric vehicles, among others, because partial discharges can
appear in high-, medium-, and low-voltage applications [1].

This work analyzes and reviews state-of-the-art sensors and discusses recent progress,
as well as detects the research needs and challenges related to image sensors for detecting
and locating partial discharges and, in particular, corona discharges. It is a subject with
great potential for expansion, but due to its particular complexity, the introduction of
the IoT in this area is still at an early stage. The information presented in this research
work is compiled mainly from the latest scientific and technical publications, including
journal articles, conference papers, doctoral theses, white papers, and technical reports,
among others.

2. Sunlight Spectrum and the Solar-Blind Region

Sunlight has a spectrum close to that of a black body at about 5250 ◦C, which is
roughly the temperature at the surface of the Sun. Thus, solar radiation falls within a wide
range on the electromagnetic spectrum, including infrared (IR), visible light, and ultraviolet
(UV) radiation. Solar radiation also includes shorter-wavelength-ionizing radiation and
longer-wavelength radiation, such as radiofrequency and microwaves [1]. However, gases
present in the atmosphere have specific absorption bands, so sunlight at sea level has a
different spectrum than that outside the atmosphere.

The visible spectrum falls approximately in the 380–800 nm range, although it is
difficult to establish the precise limits of this spectral range because they depend on various
factors, such as the responsiveness of the observer or the amount of radiant energy that
reaches the retina [46]. UV radiation falls within the spectral range of 100–400 nm, which is
further divided into the UVC, UVB, and UVA spectral regions, which include the spectral
intervals of 100–280 nm, 280–315 nm, and 315–400 nm, respectively. It is well-known that
the stratospheric ozone absorbs UVC and most extraterrestrial UVB radiation. Therefore,
solar radiation at the Earth’s surface has wavelengths longer than 280 nm, as shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Extraterrestrial solar irradiance (outside the Earth’s atmosphere) and direct circumsolar 
irradiance spectral data [47] at sea level based on historical data from 1987 to 2003 within the spectral 
range of 200–800 nm. It shows the O2 absorption band. 
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combining a high signal-to-background ratio with a truly solar-blind filter because it 
blocks solar radiation outside the band-pass range [49]. 

Optical sensors that are only sensitive to wavelengths below 280 nm are identified as 
solar-blind [50], thus being insensitive to the solar radiation wavelengths found at the 
Earth’s surface. It is worth noting that the concept of solar blindness changes in outer 
space due to the absence of an atmosphere between the sensor and the Sun [51]. 
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quired with a Hamamatsu C10082CAH mini-spectrometer, equipped with an A9762-01 
UV-visible optical fiber. The spectra were recorded at the AMBER Laboratory of the Uni-
versitat Politècnica de Catalunya for this work. As seen, the characteristic wavelengths of 
the corona in air were mainly within 280 and 420 nm, so they mostly fell within the UV 
spectrum. This figure also shows that the spectral content of the light emitted by corona 
discharges was almost independent of the type of supply, that is, alternating current or 
positive–negative direct current. Figure 2 also shows that the corona discharges had low 
energy in the UVC spectral region, so to detect such discharges, image sensors that were 
highly sensitive to the UVC region were required to minimize interferences from sunlight. 

Figure 1. Extraterrestrial solar irradiance (outside the Earth’s atmosphere) and direct circumsolar
irradiance spectral data [47] at sea level based on historical data from 1987 to 2003 within the spectral
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The solar-blind UV band comprises wavelengths in the spectral range of 240–280 nm [48]
because, in this spectral range, there is no presence of solar radiation on the Earth’s surface
since it is absorbed by the ozone layer. Thus, the main advantage of using solar-blind UV
detectors is that they are not interfered with by background solar radiation. Although
corona emissions within the solar-blind spectral range are much weaker than within the
UVB and UVA regions, it is possible to obtain high-contrast UV images by combining a high
signal-to-background ratio with a truly solar-blind filter because it blocks solar radiation
outside the band-pass range [49].

Optical sensors that are only sensitive to wavelengths below 280 nm are identified
as solar-blind [50], thus being insensitive to the solar radiation wavelengths found at the
Earth’s surface. It is worth noting that the concept of solar blindness changes in outer space
due to the absence of an atmosphere between the sensor and the Sun [51].

3. Corona and Sustained Spark Discharges

As already explained, the spectral composition of the light emitted by an electrical
discharge depends on several factors, such as the nature of the gas surrounding the high-
voltage electrode or the intensity of the discharge [3].

Figure 2 shows the light spectra of corona discharges in a needle-plane air gap acquired
with a Hamamatsu C10082CAH mini-spectrometer, equipped with an A9762-01 UV-visible
optical fiber. The spectra were recorded at the AMBER Laboratory of the Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya for this work. As seen, the characteristic wavelengths of the
corona in air were mainly within 280 and 420 nm, so they mostly fell within the UV
spectrum. This figure also shows that the spectral content of the light emitted by corona
discharges was almost independent of the type of supply, that is, alternating current or
positive–negative direct current. Figure 2 also shows that the corona discharges had low
energy in the UVC spectral region, so to detect such discharges, image sensors that were
highly sensitive to the UVC region were required to minimize interferences from sunlight.
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Figure 2. Corona spectra of a needle-plane gap in air.

However, in the case of a sustained spark discharge (electric arc), the spectra differed
from those shown in Figure 2, with more components present in the visible region, as
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Sustained spark discharge spectra of a needle-plane gap in air. Figure 3. Sustained spark discharge spectra of a needle-plane gap in air.

Figure 3 shows the light spectra of a sustained spark discharge (electric arc) in a
needle-plane air gap acquired for this work with the same equipment used in Figure 2 at
the AMBER Laboratory of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. The results presented
in Figure 3 clearly show that the spectra of the sustained spark discharges were more
energetic and covered a wider spectral range within both the UV and visible regions.

As seen in Figure 3, a complete spark discharge in atmospheric air emitted light
between below 200 nm and 800 nm, thus emitting more visible spectral components
compared to corona discharges. It is worth noting that the spectra of discharges occurring
on the surface of solid dielectrics are more complex and depend on different factors,
including the composition of the solid material, the condition of the surface, and the
composition of the gases [6].

4. Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs) and Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
(CMOS) Image Sensors

This section details the characteristics of CCDs and CMOS image sensors because they
can be used to detect and locate corona discharges.

CCDs and CMOS image sensors have traditionally been the two main commercial
technologies for image sensors [37]. For many years, charge-coupled devices (CCDs), which
were commercialized in the early 1970s [52], have been the most widely used imaging
sensors for digital cameras. CCD detectors have good spatial resolution and linearity, as
well as high quantum efficiency (QE) over a wide range of wavelengths, from gamma rays
to far-infrared [53], and have a low noise level. QE is defined as the ratio between the
number of generated photoelectrons and the number of incident photons in a photodetector.
It reflects the photon sensitivity of a photodetector as a function of the wavelength of the
incident photons, thus greatly impacting the generated photocurrent [54]. In CMOS sensors,
the QE can be improved using an appropriate arrangement of dielectric layers on top of the
photodiode surface because they act as a thin-film interference filter, thus influencing the
optical transmittance at each wavelength [44].

Because of their appealing features, CCDs have been quickly applied by engineers and
physicists for most UV, visible, and IR applications. However, one of the disadvantages
of CCDs over other image sensors is their high cost [55]. In [53], it was shown that back-
illuminated CCD sensors were sensitive below 200 nm, with a QE of 50% at about 40 nm
and 10% at 200 nm. Therefore, backside illumination is often preferred for UV imaging [56].
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CCDs are also used to detect gamma rays. In [57], a CsI scintillator was used to convert
the incident gamma rays into visible light photons, which were collected with a CCD
image sensor.

Today, CCDs have almost been replaced by CMOS sensors, because CMOS technology
offers substantial advantages, such as low voltage supply, low power consumption, and
longer battery life, as well as integration, thus allowing for the manufacture of single-chip
miniaturized digital cameras or high-speed imaging [58]. CCD sensors offer some advan-
tages over CMOS sensors; they tend to suffer from less sources of noise [59] and allow
high-quality photographs [60]. Initially, CMOS sensors had poor pixel performance com-
pared to CCD imagers, but they have evolved to achieve high-quality image performance,
which is now comparable to that of CCDs [61].

Today, CMOS image sensors are widely used in consumer electronics digital cameras,
including smartphone cameras and digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras [32,62]. In
particular, back-illuminated CMOS sensors have some advantages over conventional CMOS
sensors since back-illuminated sensors have the circuitry to transmit the electronic signals
generated in the pixels at the back of the sensor instead of the front. As a result, back-
illuminated sensors capture more light, thereby improving low-light performance and QE
at wavelengths from UV [56] to IR [63].

Both CMOS and CCD imagers offer excellent quantum efficiency within the visible
range, that is, more than 50% in the 400–700 nm spectral range, although the QE is more
limited within the UV range [64].

With the constant improvement in digital camera technology, DSLR cameras make
it possible to capture coronal activity at long exposure values, preferably when the en-
vironment is darker than the light emitted by the corona. Thus, by adjusting different
parameters (exposure time, aperture, and ISO sensitivity), the light from the corona can be
detected [65].

Due to their high quantum efficiency, low noise, and low dark current, most CMOS
and CCD imaging sensors incorporate pinned photodiodes as the main structure of the
photodetector [52], and thus, photodiode-based sensors exhibit enhanced performances [64].
The incident irradiation on the photodiode is converted into a small electric signal, whose
magnitude depends on the intensity of the incident irradiation and the spectral sensitivity
of the photodiode [66]. Both CCD sensors and CMOS image sensors are made up of an
array of pixels or light-sensitive elements. They convert the incident irradiation into a
charge, i.e., photoelectrons [67], due to the photoelectric effect. However, CCD and CMOS
technologies treat the generated charges differently.

In CCD image sensors, the weak electrical signal generated by each pixel moves
through the circuit via vertical and horizontal shift registers, which convert the charge to
voltage. The light level is then sampled in the readout circuitry, which includes an amplifier
and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Therefore, the electrical signal generated by each
individual pixel must move around the array, as seen in Figure 4, which requires power
and time because the register content is read out serially.

In contrast, in CMOS sensors, each pixel includes its own amplifier, and each column
of pixels is processed simultaneously through an ADC. Thus, the charge generated by each
pixel is directly converted into voltage by the amplifier included in each pixel and is sent to
the ADC. Thus, as seen in Figure 5, the responses of all the pixels in a column can be read
simultaneously in a parallel configuration, making it suitable for fast image acquisition.
CMOS image sensors can also be manufactured using semiconductors other than silicon,
so they are sensitive to wavelengths other than the visible spectrum.
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Front-Illuminated versus Back-Illuminated Image Sensors

The pixels include the photodiodes or light-to-charge conversion elements. The
pixels are interconnected with metal wires, forming a matrix so that incoming light can be
spatially localized.

In both CCD and CMOS image sensors, the size of the array of pixels influences the
signal-to-noise ratio and the dynamic range of the sensor, which is related to the maximum
achievable signal divided by the noise of the camera, which contributes to the quality of
the image [68].

Back-illuminated image sensors are more sensitive than front-illuminated sensors
because back-illuminated sensors have a higher fill factor, that is, the ratio of the effective
light-sensitive area to the total area of a pixel [58], so image sensors with higher fill factors
tend to be more sensitive. For this reason, front-illuminated sensors have additional layers
of wiring, transistors, and capacitors on top of the photodiode. These additional layers
tend to scatter and absorb incident light, resulting in a poorer light-to-charge conversion
factor. This issue is overcome by the use of back-illuminated sensors, where the additional
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layers are built on the side opposite to the incoming light, as shown in Figure 6, so that the
incident light encounters fewer layers above the photodiodes.
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5. Ultraviolet (UV) and Visible Imaging Applied to Corona Discharges

It is well-known that air molecules in the vicinity of a high-voltage electrode become
ionized when the electric field exceeds the inception threshold value [69]. During the
ionization process typical of an electrical discharge, the electrons released change their
energy levels, thus emitting ultraviolet and visible photons, broadband electromagnetic
waves, and acoustic emissions, as well as generating chemical components such as traces of
nitric acid or ozone, among others [70]. In [13,71–73] the UV and visible spectra of electrical
discharges have been presented, showing that they cover the 200–700 nm range. It is known
that measurements using digital cameras can be of great help in detecting part of the UV
spectrum [74].

UV imaging was developed to detect the UV signals produced during the discharge
process, which is widely applied for live detection [75]. UV imaging enables the source
of the discharge to be detected and located, as well as its intensity after appropriate data
processing and overlapping with visible images. Immunity to electromagnetic interference
is a key advantage of UV-based methods over classical electrical methods, especially in real
operating environments where electromagnetic interference is an issue [76].

In [77], it was concluded that the 357.6 nm Fraunhofer line could be used to detect
daytime corona activity by applying an extremely narrow optical band-pass filter and
additional suitable signal processing. Optical filters made of thin-film interference layers,
Fabry–Perot etalons, etc., play a key role in image sensors, as well as in spectrophotomet-
ric and colorimetric measurements [43,44,78]. However, as explained, measurements in
daylight conditions are challenging for UV and visible detectors due to interference from
sunlight. To avoid this problem, UV solar-blind imaging sensors and standard visible
imaging sensors can be combined in a single unit to detect, locate, and quantify electri-
cal discharges, even in daylight conditions, so that different types of corona cameras are
commercially available [49,79–81]. To ensure free transmission within the near-UV spectral
range, digital cameras must be equipped with quartz lenses [82,83].

5.1. Quantification of the Intensity of Corona Discharges

In addition to being able to detect and locate corona discharges, it is also very in-
teresting to quantify the impact of the discharges, that is, to determine their intensity.
An early study found that there was a correlation between the light intensity of corona
images obtained with a daylight camera and the discharge magnitude determined with
conventional partial discharge equipment [84]. In [85], it was found that, by using pixel
saturation of digital visible images of corona discharges, it was possible to assess the degree
of degradation of polymeric insulation samples. Different studies have revealed that the
number of photons released by discharges depends upon their energy [77,86,87]. This
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quantification is of special interest in order to apply predictive maintenance plans since,
by studying the intensity of discharges, it is possible to determine their evolution, so it is
possible to develop computer tools to predict the expected time to failure. This is an open
field that lacks experimental works and experience.

Through the use of visible and UV imaging sensors, it is not only possible to detect and
locate the origin of discharges, but also to determine their intensity. In [76], it was shown
that the number of photons per unit time detected by a UV camera fit well with the level of
corona discharge and the magnitude of the corona current. In [87], it was also shown that
the energy contained in a visible image of an electrical discharge was proportional to the
electric energy involved in the discharge process. This corroborated a direct correlation
between the energy released by the physical process itself and the energy level impressed
in corona images. Similar conclusions have been reached in [65,86]. Therefore, it has
been concluded that, through the proper processing of acquired images, it is possible to
determine the intensity of corona discharges.

In [11], it was shown that the sensitivity of image sensors was almost the same as that
of very sensitive sensors, such as RF antennas and current leakage sensors, to detect corona
discharges at a very early stage. In [88], it was shown that, in an unscreened laboratory,
digital image sensors offered similar sensitivity to that of commercial PD detectors (one
of the most sensitive instruments) but at a much lower cost, while allowing the easy and
accurate location of discharge sites at an initial stage.

5.2. Use of CCD Imagers to Detect, Locate, and Quantify Corona Discharges

CCD imagers have been and still are applied to detect corona discharges. This section
reviews some of the information found in the scientific literature. In [89], a CCD camera
was used to capture images of tracer particles to study the electrohydrodynamic (EHD)
flow generated by corona discharges produced in an electrostatic precipitator. In [90], the
spatial distribution of air temperatures due to corona discharges was obtained using a CCD
camera. In [91], a CCD camera covering the 190–1100 nm spectral range was applied to
detect UV emissions from corona discharges produced by overhead power lines in the
range from 250 nm to 400 nm. In [92], a CCD imager was used to detect partial discharges
in transformer oil. In [84], it was shown that there was a correlation between a visual image
acquired with a CCD imager and the magnitude of the corona discharge measured with
conventional partial discharge equipment. In [93], a solution to detect corona discharges
based on two CCDs imagers was proposed. While one sensor was sensitive to the visible
spectrum, the other was sensitive to the UV spectrum. The two sensors received the same
image captured by the lenses, which passed through a beam splitter. Next, a UV filter
and an opaque solar filter respectively filtered the two images in parallel. The first image
excited the visible CCD, while the second one excited the UV CCD. Finally, the two outputs
of the CCDs were processed and merged into a single image. This is the principle used in
most commercial solar-blind corona cameras [49,79–81], which are specially designed to
detect, locate, and quantify corona discharges.

5.3. Use of CMOS Imagers to Detect, Locate, and Quantify Corona Discharges

CMOS image sensors have also been widely used to detect and locate corona dis-
charges; some of the information found in the literature is reviewed in this section. Similar
to [93], in [94] it was proposed to use a dual-spectra camera sensor to detect corona dis-
charges. It included a low-light CMOS imager using a visible light channel and a UV imager.
While the UV sensor allowed the location of the discharges, the CMOS sensor enriched
the details of the image and helped to locate the discharges in a complex background. A
real-time dual-UV-visible imager for outdoor environments was presented in [95]. From
the top, the device included, in order, a protecting film, a top transparent electrode, a
very thin organic photoconductive film (OPF) imager, and finally, a bottom pixel electrode,
which was connected to the CMOS circuits. CMOS sensors used in digital cameras are also
sensitive to gamma and X-rays [96].
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Due to the constant development of digital cameras, the effective number of pixels
in a visible image is usually much greater than that found in high-speed, UV, or infrared
cameras, and therefore, the image provides more spatial information of the discharge [97].
Different authors have used commercially available CMOS sensors intended for visible
photography to detect corona emissions and locate the discharge points [65,98] because
CMOS sensors are known to be sensitive in the visible and UV regions. In [32], a Sony
IMX219 miniature digital sensor was used to detect a visual corona effect, whose spectral
response could be found in [99]. In [100], a visual corona was detected using a 20.2 Mpixels
CMOS APS-C sensor. Other studies have captured corona using high-speed digital cam-
eras [101–103]. In [88,100,104], unmodified Canon EOS-70D DSLR cameras equipped with
20.2 Mpixels APS-C CMOS sensors have been used to detect and locate the corona sites
of high-voltage substation connectors under alternating current supplies, while in [105]
the same camera was used to analyze the corona effect under direct current supply of
both polarities.

In [106], the authors proposed to use a solar-blind UV optical filter and a Te-Cs cathode
to remove light falling outside the solar-blind band, as well as a UV image intensifier
coupled with a CMOS image sensor, because this configuration allowed the detection of
single-photon events.

5.4. Use of Dual-Spectra Cameras to Detect, Locate, and Quantify Corona Discharges

In the last two decades, UV-visible dual-spectra cameras have become popular non-
contact methods for the incipient fault diagnosis of overhead power lines due to their
sensitivity, noncontact measurements [107,108], and robustness, as well as because they
allow the detecting and locating of corona discharge sites [109]. They are also known
as daylight UV cameras due to their ability to detect and locate corona sites in daylight
conditions for field tests and in laboratory experiments [110]. There are several commercial
cameras that combine visible and solar-blind UV detectors. They are mostly used to inspect
high-voltage infrastructure [111]. Most of these cameras are based on CCD sensors [112] or
CMOS sensors [113] because they have been shown to be sensitive enough to detect weak
corona discharges [114], so dual-spectra UV-visible cameras have been extensively used
to detect corona discharges [115,116]. It is known that there is a correlation between the
observed optical energy and the energy loss due to corona discharges [117]. After adequate
processing of the information, dual-spectra cameras allow the intensity of the discharges to
be quantified [114,118].

Most dual-band cameras use a solar-blind UVC filter combined with an image-
intensified CCD (ICCD) [114] or an intensified CMOS (ICMOS) [94,106,117,119], as il-
lustrated in Figure 7.
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The camera shown schematically in Figure 7 allows the corona effect to be detected in
daylight since it uses image detectors that simultaneously acquire images in the 250–280 nm
UVC band and in the visible band. Once both images are superimposed, the discharge
sites are located thanks to the UVC image, which is superimposed on the visible light
image [120].

The use of UV-visible dual-spectra cameras is well documented in the technical litera-
ture to detect discharges in different applications, including insulator strings [108,121,122],
transformer bushings [123], motor windings [124], transmission line inspection using
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [125].

There is also experience in developing single-exposure image sensors for the simulta-
neous acquisition of UV and visible images without using optical filters by employing low-
and high-sensitivity pixel types arranged in a checkered pattern, from which the UV and
visible images can be generated [126].

5.5. Smartphone Image Sensors for Visible and UV Radiation Detection

Due to their low cost and small size, smartphones mostly incorporate CMOS image
sensors [60]. In recent years, smartphone image sensors have been widely used to de-
tect UV radiation [127]. In [128,129], the authors each characterized and analyzed the
performance of a smartphone camera in the UBA 320–400 nm range. Similarly, in [130]
the UVB waveband response of a CMOS smartphone camera was also characterized and
analyzed. In [131], it was shown that a smartphone camera could detect 305 nm UVB
radiation without replacing the outer lens. Similar results were reported analyzing the
312 nm band in [132].

However, few attempts have been made to detect corona discharges using unmod-
ified smartphone cameras. For example, in [32] a low-cost 8 Mpixels Sony IMX29 back-
illuminated CMOS smartphone camera controlled by a Raspberry pi microcontroller was
applied to detect corona discharges under low-pressure aeronautic conditions within the
20–100 kPa pressure range. In [11], a 48 Mpixels Sony IMX586 UV-visible image sensor
mounted in an unmodified smartphone was used to detect and localize corona discharges
in the 10–100 kPa pressure range, along with other sensors. The results showed that the
sensitivity of this camera was similar to other state-of-the art sensors. The same image
sensor has been used in [45,133,134].

In [96], smartphone cameras were used to detect gamma rays generated by different
gamma ray sources (cobalt-60, cesium-137, and iridium-192) because the interactions
of such rays with the CMOS sensor produced flashing bright spots superimposed on a
dark background.

5.6. Visible and UV Images of Corona and Spark Discharges

This section shows UV-visible and solar-blind UV-visible photographs captured by
the author of this work at the facility of AMBER Laboratory of the Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya, where the corona sites were clearly identified. These photographs are
summarized in Figure 8.
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6. Identified Challenges and Research Needs

Having reviewed the state-of-the-art research, this section highlights gaps in the
existing body of research and identifies future research directions for corona discharge
detection and identification.

In the previous sections, it was shown that image sensors were capable of not only
detecting corona discharges, but also of locating the corona sites and quantifying the
discharge intensity. Although image sensors have evolved dramatically in the last decades,
they still require further improvement to be applied in many applications related to corona
detection, location, and quantification, specific those compatible with the IoT, where small
sensors with low cost and low power consumption are required.

It is also appealing to develop image sensors for corona detection in daylight con-
ditions in order to develop early fault diagnosis and inspection approaches for power
lines, substation assets, and in general, to detect corona discharges in high-, medium- or
low-voltage systems due to the limitations they still offer for this specific application, which
are described below.

In order to meet the requirements detailed above, the challenges and corresponding
research needs that are identified are detailed in the following paragraphs.

Due to interference from sunlight, daylight imaging involves focusing on both the
solar-blind band and the visible spectrum. Current UV-visible, solar-blind, dual-band
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imagers are very expensive, in the order of several tens of thousands of euros. In their early
stages, corona discharges emit in the solar-blind band with low intensity, so dual-spectra
daylight imagers often use a solar-blind UV filter combined with an image intensifier to
amplify the energy in the UV channel. A major challenge is to design specific imagers
with very high quantum efficiency in the solar-blind spectral region. This strategy could
avoid the use of image intensifiers or photomultipliers, which increase the cost of the entire
system and often require high-voltage supply and external cooling, thus increasing the size,
weight, cost, and power consumption. Another possibility is to develop single-exposure
image sensors for the simultaneous acquisition of UV and visible images without optical
filters using approaches inspired by [126] or other possibilities open for research. Therefore,
drastic reductions in cost, power consumption, volume, and weight are required, especially
to install a network of corona imagers for the automatic inspection of high-, medium-, and
low-voltage assets in an IoT-compatible approach.

Due the widespread use of smartphones, the camera has become a central element.
Camera sensors for smartphones are incessantly evolving, thus being very attractive for
many applications since they feature different features, including high sensitivity, small
size, and low cost. Therefore, smartphones are being progressively introduced in many
scientific disciplines, such as healthcare [135], agriculture, environment, and food, among
others [136]. Despite their widespread use, they are still underutilized for the detection of
corona discharges, so this application deserves special attention, especially because of the
constant evolution of CMOS image sensors specifically developed for smartphone cameras.

Finally, the possibility to quantify the intensity of discharges is an open field of
research, which is especially interesting for applying predictive maintenance plans. There
is an urgent need to develop tools to quantify discharges to determine the state of health of
insulation, as well as the expected time to failure and the remaining useful life (RUL). Such
tools could potentially track the evolution of discharges so that corrective actions could be
anticipated, thus facilitating the application of predictive maintenance strategies. This is an
open field lacking experimental works and experience.

7. Conclusions

Due to the availability of low-cost sensors; low-cost, low-power microprocessors; and
the availability of cost-effective and small-sized communication systems, the IoT is being
progressively introduced in many technological applications. Thus, there is a need to
develop partial discharge and corona detection, location, and quantification image sensors
compatible with the IoT so that early insulation faults can be detected and diagnosed.
In this way, corrective actions can be applied before major failures occur, thus enabling
predictive maintenance approaches to be applied. This paper reviewed the state-of-the-art
research in the use of electronic image sensors for detecting, locating, and quantifying
corona discharges in air-insulated systems because this area has enormous potential for
expansion due to the critical consequences of such electrical discharges and the inherent
difficulty in their detection, especially in noisy environments. In particular, the main
identified technologies based on image sensors are summarized below:

- CCD image sensors, which offer good spatial resolution and linearity, as well as high
quantum efficiency over a wide spectral range from gamma rays to the far-infrared,
and present a low noise level;

- CMOS image sensors, which offer substantial advantages, such as lower voltage
supply, lower power consumption, longer battery life, and integration, thus allowing
the manufacture of single-chip miniaturized digital cameras and high-speed imagers;

- Solar-blind dual-spectra UV-visible cameras based on CCD or CMOS sensors to detect
corona discharges, although they are bulky and very expensive;

- Smartphone image sensors, which are increasingly used to detect electrical discharges
due to their low cost, small size, and constant technological evolution.

The paper also discussed the recent progress in this area and identified the challenges
and research opportunities that need to be addressed to apply image sensors in this area.
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Traditionally, electrical discharges have been associated with high-voltage applications, but
they can also occur in medium- and low-voltage systems. Therefore, there is a wide range
of potential applications likely to benefit from the introduction of image sensors to detect
electrical discharges. They include buried power cables, overhead power lines, electrical
substations, renewable generation, and electrical vehicles, including automobiles, trains,
ships, and aircraft, among others.
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